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In the period of February i, 1971 through January 31, 1976
this grant supported our experimental and theoretical research
concerning lunar surface precesses and the nature, origin and
derivation of the lunar surface cover_
The principal research topics involved were:
i. Electrostatic dust motion and transport process
2. Seismological properties of fine rock powders in lunar
conditions
3. Surface processes that darken the lunar soil and affect
the surface chemical properties of the soil grains
4. Laser simulation of micrometeorite impacts--estimation
of the erosion rate caused by the micrometeorite flux
5. The exposure history of the lunar regolith
6. Destruction of amino acids by exposure to a simulation
of the solar wind at the lunar surface.
These topics developed from long years of previous studies
of lunar processes and analysis of observational data. Some of
them involved large-scale experimental research programs. Most
of the laboratory observations were first made with rock powders
of similar physical and chemical properties as those of lunar
material. In the advanced phase of the experimental work, actual
lunar material was used in several projects, these were partially
sponsored by another NASA grant: NGR 33-010-137.
In this short summary we will point out some of our most
important findings. Xerox copies of the abstracts of all the
publications resuiting from this grant present a more detailed
account of oar achievements.
2Many features on the lunar surface as observed by lunar pho-
tography evidenced transport processes of the soil. We had
studied a number of possible processes and decided to concentrate
on the experimental and theoretical investigation of the electro-
static effects. Experiments in which insulating powders were
bombar4ed with a few hundred eV energy electrons in vacuum were
highly successful. Electrostatic agitation of the grains under
these conditions produced a great variety of phenomena and interesting
surface patterns, very relevant to lunar observations. We explained
the observed agitation in terms of differential charging of the
neighboring grains and the resulting very intense local electric
fields, sufficient to mobilize the dust grains. We conducted a
thorough theoretical study of electrostatic dust motion and of
its applicability to lunar conditions with v_ry positive results.
We also made a systematic investigation of the behavior under
electron bombardment of various insulating powders individually
and in m_xtures. The final phase of this investigation included
actual lunar dust samples. A collection of both still photographs
and motion pictures of the observed dust motion and of the resulting
surface patterns was obtained. The comparison of the laboratory
photographs and those of the lunar surface shows striking similarities
in a number of cases. We also studied both experimentally and
theoretically the combined effects of a U.V. and electron flux
and draw conclusions for the lunar case. This work formed the main
body of the Ph.D. thesis of G.J. Williams--see the publication
list.
Another topic relevant to the nature of the lunar surface
cover developed from the discussion of the lunar seismic signals
so different from those observed in the Earth. Gold and Soter
had shown theoretically how a deep powder layer can give rise to
the general features of the lunar signals. We established an
experimental program in order to examine whether under lunar con-
ditions rock powders can exhibit the required seismic properties:
very low velocities for the acoustic waves and very low attenua-
tion. We measured the longitudinal wave velocity and Q of low
frequency acoustic signals in a variety of rock powders. The
measurements were made under vacuum using a specially designed
and constructed apparatus in our laboratory. We demonstrated that
dry, lightly compacted rock powders exhibit very low velocities
and high Q and that the velocities increase sharply with compac-
tion. The value of _he highest Q measured in the laboratory,
when extrapolated to the actual lunar conditions, gave support
to the Gold-Soter model.
The explanation of the optical properties of the lunar surface,
and in particular its remarkably low albedo, had been a long-
standing research topic in our laboratory. We had demonstrated
that fine, iron-containing basalt powders, irradiated by 2 keV
protons or a particles, in doses equivalent to a few tens of
thousands of years of solar wind flux on the lunar surface, approxi-
mate well the optical properties of the _1oon.
During the years covered by this qrant we built an Auger
electron spectrometer in our laboratory. With the help of this
analytical tool we were able to correlate the surface chemical
changes caused by ion bombardment of rock powders with the chances
4!
in their optical properties. Most importantly we were able to
analyze the surface chemical composition of lunar dust and freshly
ground rock samples, the latter representing material unexposed
to lunar weathering. We demonstrated a consistent enrichment of
iron on the surface of the dust grains relative to the freshly
ground rock grains. We also showed a correlation between the albedo
of the lunar samples and their surface iron concentration. Indeed
the darkest lunar dust samples exhibited the largest surface iron
concentration.
We also demonstrated that lunar rock powder samples bc__barded
with protons or a particles in the laboratory, not only darken but
their surface iron concentration increases to the value observed
in lunar dust samples. Therefore we were able to give very strong
support to the hypothesis that the solar wind is a major factor
in altering the surface chemical composition and the albedo of the
lunar dust cover. This is an important result for the discussion
of the chemical composition of the surface cover of other airless
bodies, since most of the available information is from optical
observations.
The results of our laser experiments when combined with cosmic
ray erosion data on lunar rocks allowed us to estimate the amount
of soil moved by micrometeerite "gardening". Our figure agreed
within a factor of two with estimates by others based on micro-
meteorite flux measurements. This strengthened the correspondence
between cosmic ray erosion and micrometeortte flux estimates.
Our 3-dimensional model calculations of regolith cratering
and exposure indicated that too high a fraction of the grains of
an average sample would escape galactic and solar wind exposure,
as compared to the observations on lunar samples. The implication
of these statistics is that pre-exposure of the grains in space
and/or during transit by some orderly process from the uplands
is required. Th_s finding of course is very relevant for the dis-
cussion of the likelihood of an electrostatic transport process.
We conducted a microscopic and SEM study of the damage pat-
terns on glass beads from the AI7 orange soil sample in order to
diagnose the nature of the damage-causing event(s). We observed
that the beads exhibit an astatistically high prevalence of a
single spot of damage rather than none or several such spots.
This seemed to evidence damage by an orderly process such as infall
of each bead. We designed an experiment involving the impelling
of glass beads of size and static crushing strength similar to
that of the lunar beads against various targets at various velo-
cities up to _2 km/sec. We hoped to establish reasonably stringent
bounds on what the impact velocity of the lunar glass beads must
have been. This grant, however, was terminated before this pro-
ject could be realized.
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ELECTROSTATIC TRANSPORTATION OF DUST
ON THE .MOON
Grard (ed.), Photon and Particle Interaction with
Space, 557-5.30 (1973). •
T. GOLD and G. J. WILLIAMS
Ce, ter for Radiophysies and Space Research. Cornel! Universi;y, Ithaca, N. Y. 14850, U.S.A.
Abs'ract. The study of detailed photography of the lunar surface makes clear that some surface
transportation process has been active. Theory. and laboratory, experiments indicate that electrostatic
effects resulting from secondary, electron emission are the dominant cause of movement of small grains
on the surface. The var,ous electrostatic actions are discussed, and a host of unexpected phenomena
are described that have turne.J up in the course of the laboratory experiments.
AMINO ACID DESTRUCTION L_DER
SIMULATED LUNAR CONDITIONS
CRSR 488
Carl Sagan, Elizabeth Bilson,
Francois Raulin*, and Paul Shapshak +
Laboratory for Planetary Studies
Come!! University
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
Surfaces
_Present address: Univers _e de Paris-Val de
d'Energetlque Biochlmlque, Paris, France.
Marne, Laboratorie
+
.=resent ad_-oss:_._ Decar'_nt_..._ o _. Bio_hyslcs, University of :<iscc-,.sln,
..... SO.,, ,__oC.
Amino acids, mixed wlZh pulverized o! _:_-_ b_sa_, slmi r
zc _he _!nes _n the lunar regcli:h, have been s_.._ _ ,unar
regimes o _ ore=on i..ad_a._om and Zemo_ra_ure _d e _'-_ ".'_uu=:
The half-llfe for the des=ruction _f amino acids r.ixed "c a
_ several cm is % 400] ,/ears, catting dcub. cn .'ia/r.s -.hat
_.-.inD acids exis" in _ "
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THE SIMULATION OF LUNAR MICROMETEORITE _,7_
ILIPACTS BY LASER PULSES -_'_;x_d_
"3--
E. BILSON, T. GOLD, and G. GULL
Center for Radiophysics and Space Research, Cornell University. ;thaca, N.Y., U.S.A.
(Received 16 February, 1973)
Abstract. Laser pulses of a finely focused beam were used to simulate micrometeorite impacts on
lunar rocks and in lunar soil. The electron microscope pictures show the detailed effects so caused;
it is possible to derive an estimate of the comparative amounts of erosion a given micrometeorite flux
would cause in lunar rocks and mnar soil.
EROSION, TRANSPORTATION AND THE NATURE OF THE MARIA
Proceedings, I.A.U. Symp. No. 47 "The Moon", Newcastle,
The Moon (Urey & Runcorn eds.), 55-67 (1972).
T. GOLD
Cornell University, Ithaca, U.S.A.
Abstract. Rock dust appears to have been redistributed over the Moon by effects other than impact
explosions A core sample on Apollo 12 showed sharp and distinctive layers and was clearly unmixed.
Surface transpot-'ation processes that deposit the dust very gently must have been at work. Orbiter
pictures confirm tha. such surface creep has taken place on a very large scale.
The seismic evidence makes clear that there is no continuous sheet of bedrock at a shallow depth
in the vicinity of the Apollo 12 site. A deep deposit of powder would match the seismic properties
observed. Mascons require for their explanation a surface transportation process that tends to fill in
the large impact basins after their formation.
Surface transportation of lunar dust has been demonstrated in the laboratory to occur most readily
as a result of electrostatic forces produced by electron bombardment in the energy, range of a few
hundred volts. Such bombardment happens on the Moon predominantly when it is in the magnetic
tail of the Earth, and this may be the reason why mare ground is so remarkably dominant on the
hemisper,, facing the Earth.
CONJECTURES ABOUT THE EVOLUTION OF THE ,MOON*
T. GOLD
Center/or lCadiophysics and Space Research, Cornell Univ.. Ithaca, N. Y,, U.S.._I.
The Moon 7, 293-306 (1973).
I'Rcceived 23 November. 1972_
Abstract. The principal quest=ons about the derivation of the lunar sudace have not yet been settled:
is it the surface left over from the process of accumulation of _he Moon, or is it a surface generated
by magmauc processes on the Moon and subsequendy altered by further infall from outside? The
ewdance derived from many sources now favors the former. Seismic data suggest an absence of
bedrock do_,n to a depth of several kilometers, and instead a compacted po_,der only. The 'mascon'
evidence can b_ understood as a consequence of major impacts in a dee!_ porous layer. The great
abundance of 4osmtc ray ,,racks _n most soil samples demands a much greater cos,hie ray dosage than
present rates v,ould cause ,n the age of the Moon. unless the dust represented infal'en mater|al pre-
viously _rradiated. The r:uctear age, since freezing, of the dust is greater than that of the rocks found.
The chemical compos_tton of the dust _s not the same as of the rocks. Str_,ct layering of the dust ha_
been seen. _mpiymg some _,rocess other than meteorit|¢ tmpacts for _s generation and deposition.
These and other effects found ,:an _e understood _n the framework of a cold accumulation descrip-
lion, m _,nich the surface la_,ers represent the last addition of meteontt¢ thrall of a basaltic material
similar to. but not tdent_cal _tth the !_resent basaltic achondr,es. The !_os_ble reiat_on of this material
to oceanic basa!r ,-n Earth _ mentioned.
\Are the Lunar Seismic Signals
compatible with c. Deep Layer of
Fine Powder?
Tr_ seismic wave velocity may vary wlth depth in the Moon
in the way derived from the lunar seismic sign,s by ToksOz
et aL t . It is customary to seek sudden changes in velocity and
interpret these as evidence for sudden changes in mineral type.
Here it is shown that one such sudden change at _ km and
the more gradual inereaze in velocity from the surface to it
can be interpreted in t,'rrns of a single _ of material, namely
the _ae rock powder that is so abundant on the lunar surface.
Gold and Soter _ have shown how such a dex.p powder layer
can give rise to the general features of the lunar seismic signals,
which axe clearly so different from those see_ in the Earth.
Good quantit:,.tive agreement has been obtained bet'ween
lunar near sur:'ace ve',ocities and values obtak, aed in rock
powders in the laboratory _. Howevex, Toksoz et aL t title out
a deep powder layer. They derive a velocity profiJe for powders
from laboratory data on lunar fines"by using values of velocity
corresponding to tlqe maximum pressure to which the :inc,_
were exposed in the laboratory. They thus obtain the result,
which we shall see is not necessaasly correct, that the depth
dependency of velocit2,." in lunar fines woudd be slower than the
actual del_th dependency h'ffe.rred tTom the seismic signals.
R.J.L. Grard (ed.), Photon and Particle Interactions
Surfaces in Space, 517-519 (1973).
SPUTTERING AND DARKENING OF THE GRAINS ON THE
LUNAR SURFACE
with
T. GOLD
Cen, er_r_adiophysicsand@aceResearch,_rnell _ivernty, lthaca, N._14850, U.S.A.
Abstract. Sputtering experiments have be_n carried out in the lunar laboratory at Cornell (fast by
B. Hapke) sinc_ 1964. These have shown that solar wind exposure will lead to the deposition of a
dark layer on grains of most rocks. The nature of this layer is not yet known with certainty, but it is
thought to be chiefly due to reduced metals. This confirms the supposition, first put forward in 1955,
that the albedo of any part of the lunar surface is dependent on the lenglh of time for which it has
been exposed. This albedo effect is likely to dominate over effects due to regional chemical differences.
Optical properties of the Apollo 15 deep core samples
T. GOLD, E. BILSON, and R. L. BA_ON
Center for Radiophysics and Space Research, Space Sciences Building Cornell University.
l_haca, New York 14850
Abstract--The variations of albedo observed at different depths in a core tube show almost as large a
range as occurs on the surface over the entire moon. Different regions in the core tube are very. sharply
separated from each other, demonstrating that little mixing had taken place in the deposition process
or subsequently. A possible correlation between albedo and cosmic ray exposure is noted.
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Pro(:eedmgsof the Fifth Lunar Conference
Suoplement 5 Gcoehlmleael Cosmoch,m,¢a A*.ta)
%'ol.3p¢ 241.L-_4_2[)q_4)
Pn.ted)o the Un,tedStates of A rnerlea
Observation of iron-rich coating on lunar grains and a
relation to low albedo
T. GOLD, E. BILSON. and R. L. BAr_oN
Center for Radiophys,cs and Space Research. Space Sczences Building.
Cornell University, Ithaca. Nev, York 14850
.%b._traet--_'he outermost leg atomic ia',ers uf lunar soil _amples were studied by Auger spectroscopy
._r_d_,er¢ found to "ontdin to each case two to three hines more ir,'m than the mean bulk corppoSltlOn of
,he samc_le. The amount of excess ,r_,n ts found to be closely correlated with the optical alhedo in the
manner ",hat would he theoreticail_ expected tf the rron prov,ded absorption centers. Cru_h,r.d lunar
rocks of similar mean compo,;tt]on, but lacking the extra )ton coating of the sod grams, have a much
h_gher aibedo than most tuner sods sampled or obser,,ed on the lunar surface.
Proceedings of the Third Lunar ScJence Conference
(Supplemen[ 3. Geochimlca el Cormochimica Acla)
VoL 3, pp. _545-2555
The M.I.T. Pres.,. 1972
1
Meas_rements of the acoustical parameters of rock
powders and the Gold-Soter lunar model
BARRIE W. ,JONES
Center for Radiophysics and Space Rose.arch, Space Science Building,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
Abstract_We are measuring the low frequency velocities and damping factors of acoustic waves in
rock powders in vacuo with a view to understanding the lunar seismic signals. Our results combined
with those of others, when _xtrapolated to lunar conditions, lend support to the Gold-Soter model
of the outer moon in which the lunar surface is covered with a fine rock powder to a depth of at
least 4 kin.
VOL. 78, NO. 23 JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH AUGUST 10, 1973
Seismic Properties of Fine Rock Po,_¢ders in Lunar Conditions
BAgam W. JoNm t
Cen_ /or Radi_rpl',:sic_ ami ,.;pace Research
Cornell University, Ithaca, New Yoelc 14850
Seismic properties of fine rock powder_ in near lunar surface conditions have been measured
in the laboratory, and they correspond well with those obtained for the ne.w lunar surface. The
]sboratory values of O range from 40 to 330 wit h corresponding wave veloc:ties _-t below 100 m/s.
Many of *he results obtained are shown to be understandable ,n terms of current theories of the
elastic and plastic properties of fine rock powders in s variety oi temperature and pressure condi-
tions. This enables some estimate to be made of the chaz_ges in Q _ ad c_ with depth in the moon,
on the suppositionthat finerock powder continuesdownward as an _bundant cor_stituent.
J. Phys D: Appl. Phys., Vol. 7, 1974. Printed in Great laritain. (_ 1974
Grain-fain contact geometry and the propagation of elastic
waves in  anular media
Barrie W Jones
Department of Physics. The Open University, Walton Hall, Mihon Keynes, MK7
6AA, Bucks
Received 12 February 1973, in final form 6 November 1973
Abstract. It is shown that the compliance of an orthogonal grain-grain con;act is so
insensitive to the grain geometry !n the contact region that this geometry is not at
present an important "_arameter in theories of the speed of propagation of elastic waves
in granular media, such _ occur in the Earth and in the Moon.
|THE MOVEMENT OF SMALL PARTICULATE MATTER
IN THE EARLY SOLAR SYSTEM AND
THE FORMATIO_N OF SATELLITES
T. GOLD
Center ./'orRadiophys)cz and Space 2_ezearch, Carnell University, Ithaca. N. l'.. U.S.A.
(Read by E. E. Salpeter)
Satellites are a common t'eature in the solar system, and all planets on which sa:ellite
orbits would be stabte possess them. (For Mercur2t the solar perturbation is too large,
and the retrograde spin of Venus would cause sater, ites to spiral in to the planet
through tidal friction.) An explanation of the formation of satellites must hence be
one which makes the phenomenon exceedingly probable at some stage in the solar
system formation processes, and very, improbable processes like a capture cannot be
the answer in most cases.
Small particulate matter must have been very abundant in the early solar nebula.
Such particulate matter must have existed both from the first condensation of the
low vapor pressure components of the gas in t_e first round, and it must also have
been composed of material scattered from impacts after some major bodies ,had begun
to form, frequently finding themselves no doubt on collision orbits,
In general, small particulate matter will not follow the same orbits as large bodies
would, due to the action of drag forces. In the ear!y solar system such drag must have
been r,resent within the original gaseous disc, and at later stages there continued to be
a slight dr_g due to the Poynting-Robertson effect. The gas drag, depending on the
ma,s and temperature distribution of the gas in the early solar nebula, could have
acted to supp!y a force on small particles, either in the for_,ard direction of planetary
orbits, or in the retrograde direction. Particles could thus be caused to spiral either
outwards or inwards, as a result of such forces.
Such material will frequently not continue to move on a spiral orbit, for it will
frequently happen that, as the mean period gradually changes, a particle comes into
resonance with a t:,rturbing force arising from the motion of major bodies. Such
resonances can be of two kinds: one causing stability for that particular period, the
other removing material even more quickly from orbits of that period than the spiral
motion would have done, In the one location in the solar system where we still see
small particulate matter on long-lived orbits, we indeed see the material organized
into well-defined rings, namely the rings of Saturn. It may well be that even at the
present time there exists a similar banded structure for panicles of a certain size
range in the plane of th.e solar system, with some bands as a result of planetary.
perturbations having permanent stability, despite the Poynting-Robertson effect. The
zodiacal light may be due to a set of bands that would make the solar system look like
a faint version of Saturn's rings when viewed from outside the central piano.
C.ontOoou/og ¢d.;. H/¢hL_t;_r.t ,,(.4sr,9nomv. 48_._1_. 4/I ._icftra .:?exJ._,d
•*84 T.GOL..P
Such bands will have been a most important feature in the condensation processe.,
inearliertimes.Itisin thesecircumstances,where a nonconscrvativeforcehas beer
active,that Liouville'stheorem is not satisfied,and indeed particleswillbe driver
into much higher densities than the densities at which they were originally suppliea.
Itisimportant to realizethat the proexss willalso sortparticlesfor a certainslz_
range, in the sense that the ones that are too small (for the strength of any pa_ic'.,ia:
celestial mechanics resonance) cannot be arrested against the drag force that cause,
spiraling, wlailc particles that are too large may spiral so slowly as not to reach :
resonant condition. A resonant band will thus first be supplied with the smalles"
particles that can be stable in that resonance and will later gradually acquire larze:
and larger objects. The relative velocities, and thus the erosion rates through mutua
collisions, will become very small, and the circumstances will be favorable for sno_-
ballir, g, to make larger particles with the kelp of any surface stiction. The concentra-
tion of asteroids into the Trojan orbits cannot readily be understood without such at.
action. It is also important to realize that such lanes may in some cases have beer
supplied prirxcipally from original condensate, but in other cases from debris o
collisions of earlier bodies. Different lanes may thus be chemically and mineralogicaii?
distinctive. In the course of long times, the staizility of individual planetary bands ma'
be lostasa resultofvariouschanges.Major perturbationsamong theplanets,furthe:
accretion, or major collision, could so change the celestial ,"nechanics slt,,.tatlon _s L
destroy the resonance with a particular band. and it would :hen again begin to sp|ra_
Now, however, the starting point would be an enormously more concentrated, narrow,
lane of .)'ughlycollimatedorbits,ratherthan a diffusedistributioninthe whole disc
The densities of paniculate matter in such a band may well have risen above :_'._
mean by a factor of the order of I0"*. We must then visualize that there will have bee:
many events of such highly concentrated bands becoming unlecked from the:
r_sonance and therefore spiraling {n the _olar _,ystem. When such mater;al reach:
the vicinity of a planet each panicle may suffer one of three possible fates. Firstly
may impact the planet and thus contribute to its growth. Secondly it ."nay, after" ,
period of large perturbations, cross safely to the other side of tF,e sphere of int%enc,
of that planet and then continue with its spiral. Thirdly,it may be placedon a satelli::,
orbit to that planet, a probability which would be greatly increased by :he presenc,
of a frictional medium such as the main solar nebuia, or its temporary concentrat_or'.
in the vicinity of the planets. It is extremely dirTacult to make any estimate or the retat_
probability of the three types of encounter. Even if the setting up of a satellite orb'.
were many times less probable than the other two possibihties, it would still sur_ce t
lead to the eventual formation of the satellites that we knov,, if the procesa occurre.
early enough so that a large proportion could still be added to make the planets _ro_,
The step from circumplaneta_ rings attenuated b,ygas friction to the format,s.,.
of satellite bodies is not a di._cult one and has been discussed on many occasior, s. '.
in the first place a number of separate satellites form, as may well be the rule, it ,,_i:
depend on their size disuibution, and the tidal friction with the planet, whether t_,:
can be maintained a.sseparatebodies.If tidal._ricuonissu_cient and there :s
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1 ThE MOVEMZNTOrSMALLPA_nCUL^_ MAr'rta_Nrn_ _AaLVSOLArs_rrtM 485forward spinning planet,and ifthe innermost satelliteformed ismore massive than
the others,then they willallbe swept up into one body finally.This isbecause t'_.c
most massive satellitewillspiralout the fastest,and thereisno possibilityinth.iscase
of one body crossingthe lane ofthe nextwithout collidingwith it.Perhaps thisisthe
set of events that occurred to make our ratherlarge Moon, while in the case of the
major planets the evolution through tidalfrictionhas been somewhat slower.The
material that now forms the surfaceof the Moon isperhaps the lastaddition,and
the soilthatisfound thereismaterialacquired directlyinitspresentform from orbit.
The factthat the materialhas sufferedchemical differentiationon a planetary body
initspast does not argue againstsuch a theory.As we have said,many of the bands
willbe debrisfrom collisions,and the lastmaterialacquired by the Moon may bc one
of those.Whatever finelydividedmaterialfellintothe Moon inthe latephaseswould
tend to make a set of layersthat may be chemically distinctive.Any of the larger
impacts, such as those that caused the mare basins,must tl:enrework the layered
structureinto one that makes for regionaldifferencesin composition. Much detail
that isnow known about the lunar soilisdifficultifnot imoossibleto account for
withinthe view thatthissoilresultedfrom thegrinding up by meteoritebombardment
of solidlunarrocks.In particular,the high.intensityand remarkable uniformityof the
cosmic ray exposure of"allthe soilseems toaccord much betterwith a pictureinwhich
thissoilwas in diffuseform inorbitand fellin :omake the lastadditionto the Moon.
lithe impact on collision of each grain with the lunar surface would not heat the
particles enough to eradicate the cosmic ray tracks if infall was from other Earth
satellite orbits only.)
The recent radar observations from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Goldstone
of Saturn's rings suggest that they are made largely of metallic particles. (The
alternative theory that they are made of dielectric material in accurately spherical
form - cat's eyes - is considered unlikely, since we know of no mechanism that would
tend to assemble meter-sized spheres as would be required.) This observation empha-
sizes the view that bands of particular compositiolt can be formed and become pi_ced
on satellite orbits. The rings of Saturn are too close to the planet to form further
satellites, but the greatly varying composition of the satellites sugges;.s that similar
processes had occurred there but with d_fferently sorted out, second generation
debris material.
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ELECTROSTATIC EFFECTS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE, T. Gold
and G. J. Williams, Center for Radlophysics and Space Research,
Co,nell University, Ithaca, NY 14850.
The large scale electric fields around the Moon and the mean
charges of surface grains of the soll can readily be seen to
result in forces that are much too "small to cause any movement
of grains. However there are effects that are expected in the
environment of the Moon, where the charge on neighboring grains
is quite dissimilar, and where electric fields are set up on a
micron-scale. In such circumstances the forces on a grain may
well exceed not only gravity but also the adhesive force to the
neighbors that are in contact. Surface movement then results
and may cause surface transportation of lunar soll on a
geologically important scale.
We report here the laboratory experimentation and the
theoretical investigation of the effects that set up such
intense small scale fields. UV photons from the Sun, the solar
wind, and the plasma bombardment in the wake of the Earth all
need to be considered. While photon-produced electrostatic
effects are not large, they may cause some movement of surface
grains on the Moon. The free-stream solar wind has only
negligible effects. The electrons that reach energies of
several hundred volts in the region behind the Earth's magnetic
bow-shock seem the mo_t effective agency for causing surface
movement, and such movement caused by locally unstable electron
charging is readily demonstrated in the laboratory.
Photoelectrons are very numerous compared with the more
energetic electrons of the magnetosheath. It might be thought
that their action would be to destroy all the intense small-
scale electric fields, and to bring potential differences down
to the few volt range of the photoelectrons. This is, howevez',
not so. Alllocalltles in the complex surface geometry that can
receive electrons from the wlde-angle electron bombardment, but
not photons from the narrow-angle solar illumination and that
charge up negatively cannot be discharged by photoelectrons.
A large fraction of the surface grains at any time are in that
situation, and therefore electron bombardment effects are
expected to be not greatly diminished by the presence of the
solar UV.
Magnetosheath electron bombardment provides an explanation
for the great difference in the appearance and surface
topography between the back and the front of the Moon, if
indeed surface erosion by such effects has played a major part
in shaping the surface.
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ELECTROSTATIC EFFECTS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE
T. Gold and G. J. Williams
Various interesting effects are noted in the laboratory
tests. Such as the sorting of grains according to some
features of their chemical composition that influence their
secondary emission characteristics, and the impediment to
transportation caused by a mixture of certain substances. These
effects provide explanations for various seemingly strange
properties of the lunar surface that have been noted.
tk
Proccedinl_.qof I1_ Fifth Lun_Ccmfcrence
(Supplcmenl _. Gl_chlmlca el Co_rr_¢ hm'_ici Acta)
Vol..I I_. :3ff7-:39_ ( 1974}
P rimed in thG Um!ed SLates of An_r w.a
On the exposure history of the lunar regolith
T. GOLD and G. J. WILLIAMS
Center for Radiophysics and Space Research. Corn¢ll University. Ithaca, New York 14850
Abstract--The observed minimum and mean values of track densities in lunar _ains are both found to
exceed the values expected from exposure with redistribution by vertical mixing, and the percentage
of the smaller grains showing very high track densities is too large by a factor of more than ten.
Previous exposure of the material (in space before accretion onto the moon or in regions from which
net migration has occurred) may be necessitated.
%
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Remarks on the Paper "The Tidal Loss of Satellite-Orbiting Objects
and Its Implications for the Lunar Surface" by Mark J. Reid
T. GOLD
Center forRadiophyaivz & Space Research Cor'n_ Univcr_,y, Ithaca, New York 14863
l_=ceived December 20, 1973; revised August 9, 1974
The paper by Reid suggests that ma_es may be stored m circuxnlunax orbits
for long periods of time, limited only by tidal dissipation. The real loss may,
however, be much faster, due to large changes m the orb=t caused by the disturbing
field of the Earth. It is shown that the example quoted of Jupiter's satellites is
inadequate to make the ca_e for stability of such orbi_a.
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Auger analysis of the lunar soil:
Study of processes which change the surface chemistry and aibedo
T. GOLD, E. BILSON and R. L. BARON
Center for Radiophyaics and Space Research.
Space Sciences Building. Cornell University. Ithaca. New York |48_3
_,h,truct_The ¢hemma[ composition of the outermost (e'_ atomic layers of thirteen soil samples and
_=\ r¢;c_ s;_mpie_ .:tom all Apollo seres was studied by Auger electron _pectroscopy All soil samples
showed a large mcrea,_e =n the _ron-to-oxygen ratio (and thereby of the _urface concentration of =tort}
compared ,A,ith ,,amples o[ zrush_'d rock or with results :)f the bulk chemical analysis. The negative
correlation between the amoant of thins enhar;ced iron and the albedo of soil samples, leporled earlier
by us. i_ now greatly strengthened, and shows the functt,mal de_ndence expected from a population
of ah,orpta_n centers th;.q ,s proportinnai to the surfaz¢ Iron content.
C:u_he.d Lunar rock +ample_ exposed to .%keV protons that simulate solar-wind exposure for
.'+)Oq_-_t_ yr _xh,_zt both an mcrea._e of the _urface ,-on and a tnwetin¢ of the aibedo that makes these
re_ecnhle cK)_ct_ the lunar soil tn both re_pects. '_Vhtle a var_ct_ of surface _odificattoft effects may
h=_e hcen r e_ent, it appears that an adeeuate expianahon for 'he I,__ .stL_edo _,f :he r_t×)n and the
_hcm¢_al *urface prnperfteq of the ",oil car he found _n the _eiectt_e _'-epleiton of oxygen _and other
Ij .
EXTRALUNAR ORIGIN OF THE LUNAR SOIL. T. Gold, Center for Radio-
physics & Space Research, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
The possibility that the lunsrsurface represents merely the last stages
of the accretion process that formed Lhe Moon has not received much atten-
tion (i,2,3). Yet, this is clearly a question of overriding importance to
the entire lunar investigation program.
Very. strong evidence concerning the lunar soil, such as its exposure
record, its state of deposition, as well as radar and seismic evidence, now
appears to us to make the case _ha_ the surface material fell in more or
less in its present form, rather than that it is the cohsequence of meteori-
tic grinding of a lunar endogenic crust. Further evidence concerning the
Apollo 17 orange soil, the mascons and their absence on the back, and the
many indications of surface denudation and deposition all speak for infall
and surface transportation processes as having been the dominant effects.
Many investigators believe that the chemical evidence has proved the
opposite case, namely that a chem/cal differentiation history on the Moon
must have preceded the production of the present soil. That these differen-
tiation _rocesses occurred in the material that came to form the lunar soil
cannot be doubted. However, there is no way of knowing where this happened.
So long as we hawe no clear understanding of the origin of _he Moon, any
assumption concerning the original nature of the material must be a weak
and needlessly restrictive one.
It has been claimed that the lunar chemical analysis has shown the
material to represent to some extent a closed chemical system. This claim
can be doubted, but in any case it would not affect the present debate,
since the same considerations of chemistry can be applied to a previous
body whose surface material may have become the dominant contribution to _he
outer few kilometers of the Moon.
Nor can the regional distribution be taken to prove that case. It is
clear that a large amount of vertical redistribution has taken place on the
Moon, such as the deep excavations of the great basins and the deposition of
that material to form the surrounding mountains. Therefore any vertical
differences, resulting from a compositional change in the course of the
accretion, will exhibit themselves as regional differences now. Denudation
of high ground keeps exhibiting the lower material there (and crater pro-
files show that generally more than 2 km have been removed), while the last
addition must dominate on the flat low ground. Thus differences among suc-
cessive layers of the accreted material tend to show themselves as dif-
ferences between high and low ground.
The lunar soil shows generally a remarkably high surface exposure, as
judged by its cosmic ray tracks, by its implanted gases, and by its su/face
sputter or condensation deposited l_yer. If this degree of surface exposure
occurred during th_ entire age of the Moon at the present rate, only a thin
layer could have been treated, however well the material was stirred or
moved. The estimates of the maximum amount so treated range from a few tens
of centimeters to a few meters. While this may perhaps seem adequate to
account for the material investigated in the form of the three meter drill
f
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cores, it is far from adequate when the stirring by larger crater forming
events is taken into account. Much of the material now in the top few
meters must have come from nearby craters that are many tens of meters deep.
A substantial admixture of unexposed material should'therefore be present
_Imost everywhere in the soil.
Apart from the total amount of surface exposure, the distribution also
cannot be. accounted for. If random stirring were held responsible for
bringing grains to the surface for exposure, then even the most vigorous
stirring would still give a much larger proportion of unexposed grains than
is found. A computer simulation study (4,5) demonstrates this clearly.
Furthermore, most of the core tubes investigated show many very dis-
tinctive layers, with differences of grain size, albedo and chemical composi-
tion. However these layers might be produced, their presence argues against
the supposition that _le soil has generally been stirred exceedingly
thoroughly so that most grains could acquire their surface exposure.
If on the other hand direct infall were responsible for the soil, then
the observed exposure record would refer to both the exposure suffered by a
grain before and after landing on the Moon. Exposure of a tenuous cloud of
grains would t_%en be needed only ffor a short time, on account of the much
greater surface area presented; each grain in the cloud may receive an ex-
posure rate as high as only the uppermost iaye_ does on the Moon. [nfall of
small grains onto a surface that is itself composed of loosely packed small
grains will not eradicate either cosmic ray tracks by heat annealing or
destroy surface deposits, so long as the infall speeds are only of the order
of the escape speed of the Moon (2.4 km/sec). In fact, planetary accretion
processes may we!! supply grains out of gradually attenuating orbits, and the
impact s=eed would then be as low as 1.7 km/sec (the lunar orbital velocity),
assuring the almost complete preservation of all details of the grains.
The Apollo 17 orange soil demonstrates a history of having been frozen
from melt in space, and then, is completely hard particles--mainly small
sphere_ or spheroils--having impacted the surface. Electron microscopy
studies, performed in our laboratories, on a large number of beads show them
to exhibit a very uniform degree of damage; the large beads have mostly one
large area of damage on them, and the small ones have a small area of damage.
in contrast w_th most rock ch_ps there appear no hypervelocity impact cra_ers
on any of _his mater=al. Detailed sta_istzc_ show _ha_ the damage 3Dserved
must be almost entirely the one resulting from the infall of the material
Ltself, not from any subsequent bombardment. Measurements of the breakinq
strength of t_e beads Lndica=e _hat a high spe_d of _mpact into t_e soft
lunar _oil would have been required to cause the observed legree of iamaqe;
speed of 1.7 k_'sec, the lunar orbital speed, seems to be inadequate.
Pending ex_er_ment_! results with glass heads of similar _trength, shot into
lunar _urface type of materlai, one can on!y make approximate calcu!a_u0n_
to define the speed these objects uus_ have had. Our estimates 3uggest A
speed ze ween 3 an! 4 km/sec, well _bove the orbital speed. [n that zase
th_s mat_r_i was part of an _nfail, and not merely distributed frcm _not!_er
i2c_t_3n :- -_._ Moon. in _ny :a_e the f_[[ must h&'.,e .oz.._d a ._rge . .
:'c321D[: ° the entire ?.!oon, _nd =_ small zat:n fc,:nd _ t_e :onse_uenz._ _f
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other processes having preserved it unmixed and having br0ughti_ to the
surface in this location (as well as many others, perhaps, that the ast/o-
nauts did not happen to visit). The material, though chemically distinctive
from most of the lunar material, is nevertheless of a lunar type of composi-
tion so far as many abundance ratios are concerned. If it came into the
Moon at more than orbi_alspeea and hence from a non-lunar source, thel pre- -
sumption must be that the rest off,he soil; being chemically Similar_ also
came from that source. The orange soil thus Provides an extremely useful
sample of lunar soil for the deduction whether it all is of lunar or extra-
lunar origin. ....
The various=adar observations and the seismic measurements Combine to
show U_e absence of any discontinuity to a general layer of higher density
underlying the soil at a shallow depth, but are compatible with a soil that
gradually gets more compacted with depth in addition to local variations of
compaction. This is the situation -_hat would be expected from the infall
of powder as well as larger bodies. The largest impacts will have left
liquefied rock and _his may well be the origin of the crystalline rocks,
later scattered by smaller impacts. Soil being an older constituen_ than the
rocks would fit in well wi_h nuclear age dating.
The lunar gravity anomalies called "mascons" have a ready explanation
if surface flows have _ended to raise the floor level of low areas previously
hyd_ostatically balanced. Where no such surface flows occurred there should
be no mascons. Where a large impact had left a pattern of concentric rings
and valleys the gravity map should merely reflect these remaining departures
from equilibrium--just as is the case in Mare 0rientale--while any subsequent
addition of material by surface flow would generate a positive gravity
anomaly. On _his basis the depressions on the back of the Moon, being un-
filled, should represen_ no gravity anomalies. This appears now to have
been observed. " -
The suggestion tha_ _he presence of lava on the front side facilitated
the generation of mascons would imply that the more fluid face produced the
larger amounts of hydrostatic imbalance--a most unlikely conclusion.
Lastly, _he extreme similarity of _he surface of Mercury to that of
the Moon suggests that no complex interplay of internal and external activity
should be invoked, for it would be most unlikely _o have been so similar
for two bodies tha_ are internally so different. There is no problem if
___is is the appearance of a surface generated by infall and the common
external effects.
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REGOLITH STIRRING A_[D EXPOSURE: 3-DIMENSIONAL STUDY,
G.J. Willlams and T. Gold, Cntr. for Radiophysics and Space Res.,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
• Intro. Lunar soil samples apparently have experienced
exposure to cosmic rays (galactic and/or solar) through some
remarkably orderly process. That is to say, soil smmples show-
ing exposure contain very few -- if any -- unexposed grains.
The uniformity with which each grain in the sample has received
at least some exposure is an important datum. It can be used to
assess various proposed histories of the lunar material. This
paper presents the results of a three-dimensional computer simu-
lation of regolith exposure. Excavation and mixing of the soil
according to the craterlng frequency law of Shoemaker et al.(1)
is employed. The results confirm the indications of the earlier-
one-dimensional study(2) -- exposure in situ, with churning by
meteorites, is insufficient to explain the notable extent to
which unexposed grains are absent.
Cosmic-ray penetration depths The galactic cosmic-raY flux is
attenuated, at a depth of about 64 ,m, by a factor of-- lO00
with respect to the flux received in the top l0 cm or so of the
soil (3). Solar cosmic rays are of lower energy and have an
effective penetration depth of less than 1 cm. (Lunar soll
samples commonly have been obtained, by core tubes, from depths
of about 2 meters or more. Two meters is more than 3 times the
maximum depth at _hich significant exposure can occur.)
Review of observed cosmic-ray track density distributions
Typically, 95% of the grains in soil samples readily reveal a
d *substantial track enslty (%). The minimum track density of
grains in this 95% is about (1/lO00) or more of the mean grain
track density seen in the sample (3). Observation of tracks in
the remaining 5% of the grains is more difficult. However, use
of special techniques (particularly ones involvir_ electron
microscopy) has revealed comparable levels of exposure in most
of the remaining 5%.**The percentage of a typical sample's
grains for which exposure remains to be estab&ished is only 1 or
2%. That is, _e fraction of unexposed grains (in samples show-
ing exposure) may be _ero; the most stringent upper limit which
,(This figure, of course, excludes the glass component of sam-
ples. Retention of etchable tracks in glass is known to be poor.)
•*(Grains which required special techniques in order for tracks
to be observable were found to exhibit slip dislocations which
broke the tracks into short segments, making observation diffi-
cult(4). Distortion and/or annealling of some of the grains by
impacts is in any case to be expected.)
•**(The proviso "in samples showing exposure" refers to the
possibility of a sample showing no tracks. The latter could
result from annealling of the sample, by heat or shock, in
impact events.)
W
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can be set currently Is about 1 or 2% (4).
The three-dimenslonal calculation A computer was used to perform
a ith exposure accompanied by
| cratering. It was assumed that the meteorite flux, whatexe_its
absolute value may have been, had the form(l): F(c) m c-_._ p.
F is the flux of meteorltescausing craters of diameter greater
than or equal to c. (Small-scale excavations occur more frequent-
ly than large-scale excavations.) The conclusions of the study
L are not very sensltive to the crater production law assumed. The
P aspect ratio b of the craters (ratio of diameter to depth) was
|• taken to be a single constant for craters of all sizes. A value
for b was not chosen; it does not enter when one merely speci-
fies that tilling by meteorites has reached to a certain median
depth. Craters of square aperture and vertical sides were chosen
I for simplicity. The excavated material was taken to be deposited
in a blanket of uniform thickness and square border surrounding
the crater. (See Figure 1.) The ratio _ of eJecta blanket thick-
ness to crater depth was taken to be independent of crater depth.
The value of _ in the basic calculation was chosen to be 1/8,
for reasons of computational tractability. The results can be
•_ scaled for other values of _.
Each event excavates materi_l which thereupon becomes
arrayed in a thin blanket. At each time-step, one unit of aging
is accorded to all material within a certain depth beneath
the surface. (One tlme-step is the time-constant-for an impact or
impacts to create a single excavation of mlnimumdepth.) Com-
pounding of statistics was employed to deal with the effects of •
successively smaller-scale classes of craterlng events. The
material was dealt with in the form of distribution f_mctlons,
rather than following a limited number of grains. We define
N(O) to be the fraction of a sample's material which has never
resided within an exposure-length A beneath the surface. The
dependence of N(O) upon _ can be shown to be: N(O) a _7, where
is a positive number less than 1.0. Care was taken that all
approximations have the effect of underestimating N(O) rather
than overestimating it.
As tilling proceeds, N(O) would be diminished rapidly were
it not for the fact that the greatest depth to which cratering
has occurred will increase, on average, linearly with the number
of time-steps. Admixture of previously unprocessed material
from beneath is unavoidable in the actual case and was artifi-
cially excluded in the theoretical simulation to less an extent
than in the calculations of others (e.g.,(3).) The deeper exca-
vations continually spoil what might otherwise have been a dis-
tribution with no unexposed grains. _(0) decreases with time
initially. Thereafter, there is an approach to what is essentia_
ly a steady state.
_k
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Results of the three-dimensional calculation The calculation
yielded the distributions N(LTilied,L, EA) in amount of time Ek
spent within an exposure-depth k beneath the surface. L is the
depth at which the soil sample is found. LTilled is the median
depth to which tilling of the regolith proceeded. It is, of
course, the distribution in relative degree of exposure which
is of import and, most simply, one may consider the fraction
:[(LTilled,L,0) which has never experienced residence within the
depth k beneath the surface.
Typical results are shown in Figure 2. We reiterate that
the zero- and low-exposure end of the histograms represents an
underestimation.
Conclusions It can be seen from the theoretical results that
in-situ meteoritic tilling fails to explain the remarkable
extent to which unexposed grains are absent from the majority
of lunar soil samples. From the upper limit to the observed
value of N(0) and from the form of the dependence upon q ,
we have that the ejecta-blanket thickness factor q _lay be
significantly smaller than 1/200 without invalidating the
conclusions of this study. The results indicate that pre-
exposure in space (and/or during transit by some orderly
process from the uplands) is required for the bulk of the
lunar soil.
References: (1)Shoemaker E._I. et a1.(1970), Proc. Ap. I! Lun.
Sci. Conf., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, Suppl.l, Vol. 3, pp.2399-
2412. Pergamon. (2)Gold T. and Williams 0.J.(1974), Proc. Fifth
Lun. Sci. Conf., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, Suppl. 5, Voi. 3,
p.2357. _i.l.I. Press. (3)Comstock G.M. et a1.(1971), Proc. Scnd.
Lun. Sci. Conf., Oeochim. Cosmochim. Acta, Suppl. 2, Vol. 3,
p.25o9. M.I.T. Press. (%)Fleischer R.L.(1974), private cm_mnctn.
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The surface chemical composition of lunar samples
and its significance for optical properties
T. GOLD. E. Btt.SON. and K. L. BARON
Center for Radiophysics and Space Reseaxch. Space Science Building. Corneil University, Ithaca,
,New York I_53
AbstrtctaThe surface iron. titanium, calcium, and silicon concentration in numerous lunar soft and
rock samples was determined by Auger electron spectroscopy, As reported previously all soil samples
show a larp increase in the iron to oxygen ratio (and thereby of the surface concentration of iron)
compared with samples of pulverized rock or with results of their bulk chemical analysis. The surface
titanium concentration of the soil is also significantly increased vs. the bulk concentration whereas the
surface calcium and silicon concentration is not significantly different from the bulk concentration in
these elements.
A solar wind simulation experiment using 2 keV energy a-particles showed that an ion dose
corresponding to approximately 30.000 yr of solar wind increased the u'on concentration on the surface
of the pulverized Apollo 14 rock sample. 14310 to the concentration measured in the Apollo 14 soil
sample 14163 and the albedo of the pulverized rock decreased from 0.36 to 0.07.
The low aibedo (as compared to that of pulverized rock) of the lunar soil is seen to be closely in
step with the surface concentration of iron and titanium as determined by Auger methods. A solar
wind sputter reduction mechanism is discussed as a possible cause for both the surface chemical and
optical properties of the soil.
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The Search For the Cause of the Low Albedo of The Moon
T. GOLD, E. BILSON, ANt:> R. L. BAp, ON
Center for Radiopkysics and Space Research, Comell University. Ithaca. New York 14853
The effects of different weathering processes on the albedo of the lunar surface cover is discussed. The
surface chemical composition of numerous lunar soil and pulverized rock samples was determined by
auger electron spectroscopy. The optical albedo of these samples was also measured. The chemical
concentration of iron and titanium is greater on the surface of soil samples than it is on the surface of
crushed rock samples with similar bulk composition, whereas the albedo of soil samples is lower than that
of the crushed rock samples. A correl,_tion is presented between the surface _ron - _itanlum content and
the albedo. Results of solar _ind simuWation experiments show that irradiation of crushed lunar rock
samples with a small dose (corresponding to 3000 years of solar wind_ o( 2.keV energy protons changed
the surface chemistry of the rock to that of the soil. A much larger dose of protons (corresponding to
30,000 years of solar wind) was needed to darken crushed rock to the albedo of the soil of similar butk
chemical composition. The mechanism of darkening by solar wind is discussed, and its effecti,_¢ness is
compared to that of other darken,ng processes..
[ 427 ]
The relationshipof surface cherr_stryand albedo of lunar soilsamples
A relation between the albedo and the surface iron concentration (determined by
Auger electron spectroscopy) of lunar soil samples is described. The effect of solar wind
sputtering on the surface chemistry and aJbedo of the soil is discussed.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Long'. A. 285, 55_,359 (1977) [ 555 ]
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Origin and evolution of the lunar surface: the major questions remaining
BY T. GOLD, F.R.S.
Center for Radiophysics and Space Research, Corndl Univerrity, Ithaca, New York, 148,53, U.S.,'I.
The major factors in the evolution of the lunar surface have not been determirted yet.
Huge lava flows and lunar differentiation, tkough commonly assumed, is in discord
with much of the evidence. The alternative is for most of the surface to represent the
last stages of accretion of the Moon only, with the chemical differentiation having
taken place previously in the source material. Radar, seismic, surface exposure, and
mascon evidence can then be accounted for. A large-scale surface transport mechardsm
of soil must then have been present.
iw
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ELECTRODYNAMICS AND THE MOON -- TRANSPORT PROCESSES
Gregory Jo_m Williams, Ph.D.
Cornell University 1976
Part A (Electrostatic Transport Effects on the Lunar Surface)
There is evidence that the rock powder that largely
covers the lunar surface has suffered some transportation
over geologic times by means other than the blasting of
meteoritic impacts. In the absence of an atmosphere,
electrical forces acting on small grains may be a major
effect causing surface movements. Laboratory experiments
have demonstrated that under certain circumstances of
electron bombardment insulating powders develop surface
agitation leading to a flow. The strongest such effects
are due to instabilities in the charging of individual
grains, leading to markedly different potentials of
neighboring grains and large electrostatic forces between
them.
The various electrical charging effects likely to
occur on the lunar surface in the presence of solar wind
and solar photon bombardment are discussed herein, with
particular interest in the circumstances that cause
intense microscopic electric fields. It appears that the
partially thermalized solar wind in the magnetosheath of
the Earth is particularly favorable in this respect, and
large changes on the Moon may have been caused by this
in geologic time.
Since _he magnetosheath of the Earth will cause the
front of the Moon to be treated very differently from
the back, one may seek the origin of the striking differ-
ences between these two hemispheres in such effects.
It is shown that gra_ migration can be impeded at
the line of contact with a dissimilar powder. Thick beds
of accumulated powder, with a sharply defined flow-front,
may result. Tnus, one can have regional differences in
composition despite occurrence of a large amount of
grain migration.
Part B (Statistical and Physical Considerations Concerning
the Origin and Evolution of the Lunar Surface Materials --
Implications of the Exposure Records)
The potential of the various types of exposure data
for discriminating between proposcd histories of the lunar
surface material is assessed. Redistribution of material
by meteorite impact is considered. The results of a calcu-
lation which models exposure accompanied by meteoritic
tilling are presented. The galactic cosmic ray track den-
sity distributions for the sampled lunar materials are found
to be explicable in terms of a bombardment-dominated evolu-
tion of the surface material_ -- with the following impor-
tant reservations. An orderly, additional process of expo-
sure such that each grain acquires at least the minimum
observed galactic cosmic ray track density is admissible
and may be required for the mare material. (Were material
-2-
with calacti_ cosmic ray Wreck density less than IxlO 5
tracks/cm 2 present in the maria, ther_ would be a probe-
J@
bility of only 25% or less that the sa_ipling performed
'. there would have failed to encounter it.) The second
point of concern is that the great range of galactic
cosmic ray track densities observed to be present within
almost all soil samples implies that homogenization over
a substantial depth scale -- ten to fifteen centimeters --
has generally occurred. It is not yet clear that this
degree of intermingling of particle trajectories is in
good quantitative acccrd with the frequency of occurrence of
sharply delineated laye.'s of anomalous composition. Grain-
• by-grain transport at a rate competitive with meteoritic
tilling may be necessary to create (and/or to preserve,
by covering) such layers.
The limits (set by exposure data) upon the extent to
which grain-by-grain, nou-meteoritic transport or accumu-
lation processes can have operated in the later stages of
lunar history ere discussed. Very rapid transport (grain
migration resulting in accumulation of material in the
maria) earlier in the history of the Moon, with subsequent
transport occurring at smaller rates, is one c_.ear possi-
bility. One could, for example, have it that the mare
basins were filled by grain migration in the first 1 to
3xlO 9 years; a declining rate of transport would have
allowed meteoritic tilling to increase in relative impor-
tance with time.
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rep_sent such a supen:ontinent: and the much
smoother nonhero hemisphere, a primordial waterless
_,_artian _ocean'?
Weather satellites have given us the tlr.t overall
pictuRs of Earth's weather systems on a [ar_e scale: and
are now pavin s the way to total monhonn s of atmo-
spheric convolutions, and mmpemture, pressure and
humidity changes` Other satellites orbiting the Earth
have to/d cut a lot oC new thinss about the ionosphere
and upper atmosphere -- especially about chemical
composltion, ion and electron dtmsnies and tempera.
ture=, and the daily variation o( all these factor* as the
Earth's rotation switches the solar radiation on and off
and varies the degree o¢ ionisation, say. or the altitudes
at which certain phenomena occur. Still higher satellites
have provided a comprehensive structure o( the
magnetosphere, revealin s that the Earth's magnetic
_eld interacts with the solar wind to product= a sharp
bow shock on the sunward side and a Ion_ magnetic
"tail" in the shadow.
All the Earth orbiter* have incidentally supplied data.
MOON
THOMAS GOLD
"_e on,in of the solar system _ our strange and
puzyJins home in the universe -- is not vet understood.
There are vet) many clues, some smkinsiy clear, others
hazy, about 'he events that :'nust have taken place,
about 4500 re,Ilion vea_ ago, Ihat put together the
planets and their sateilites, and s_t them on their orb,ts.
While these clues confine the speculation. :hey have not
vet added up to a clear ptcture. We sull do not know
whether it was a strange and unlikely chance that w_s
involved,or whether the millionso(other sta_ Like the
Sun must all be expo:ted to have similar systems
around them. Are the materials we have here the
common building bricks for planets tn other solar
s)stems? Arc _here lots of planets ,.vid't cocks and water
and an atmosphere? Is the speculation justtfied that life
is abundant on innumerable other planetary systems?
The s¢iennfic space programmes of the US and the
USSR were of course designed _tth an eye on these
great questions, and it was ctear from the outset that the
Moon should be a prime :argot. Firstly. it was the
easiest alien _t.xty '_o reach. Not having any wind or
water, erosion would .'tot have destro)ed the rc"¢ord ,_t"
past events, interne| upheavals that. shifted, contorted
and overturned much of the Earth's surface seemed to
have been absent on the .Moon -- thereare no signsof
any _arge distortionsin all the many nns.shaped
structures. For these reasons there were manv _uesscs
that we would find there _he ,eolog,ca[record that ,s
m_sslng on the Earth, o_'the earliest _enods when these
bodies _,ere Forming: the ._¢t.do_ic record of the solar
system, not just one of its _ies.
,",,row.at the end o1"'he Apollo programme, we have a
,treat deal ,:f intbrmatton about the Moon [t bears :rot
completel._ Ihe _tew :hat it has ,i very .tnc:ent _urElce.
Ver"v few r_x:t_scan _e :'ound ,+n _...lfth (hat are as o_d as
each one ,'_t"tP, e ',unar On¢$ ;_.tt ,_ere ,_rought _a,Lk.
Nuclear age ,_atln] shu_,s ;hat :he ,OIland ;he rocks
became the '_ohds _hev Ire _cr,',een 4_ Ind 3 icons _jo
,:one aeon :s one thousand mlilion ,,cant. J! ,icons _S
on the details of the Earth's shape. To a firstappro_u-
marion the Earth is. of ¢out'_, a sphere. [rl fact, we
know i( to be an ¢tlip_,oid of revolution, flattened by 21
km in 6378 km at the poles. This ellipsoid is very. nearly
of the shape which would result from the hydrostatic
balance of gravityversus centrifugaletT¢cLs('Theequa-
tor.ia fact bulges by appro_dmately ZOOm too much.)
Precise tracking of artificial satellites, however, has now
not only confirmed that the Earth is slightly pe_r-
shaped -- its _outhero hemisphere =s fatter than its
northern -- but has also revealed for the first time. a
number of other bumps and dips which gravitationally
detlect the trajectones of the satellites by small amounts
IP1ate 21). What is their taut? .Are they relics from the
Earth's formation? One suggestion is_hat "highs" may
be the tops of the upwelllng subcrustal convection ceils
that eaus_ plate movements. Geophys=cally such shal_
measurements olTer a new space-age challenge to the
planetary _cientist studying the Earth. the Moon. and.
more recently, Mars, all of which, have now _en nngcd
by orbiting spacecraft.
_iso the a_¢ of :he oldest meteorites that have been
found, and those in turn show clear evidence of
radioactive processes havin_ taken place w_thin them.
chat could not have persisted."ormort than a few tenths
at" an aeon after :he same matter suffered_he nuclear
prc_esslng that occurs only in in c_c_toding star. There
=s good reason, ther'_Core, for ¢ons,de:'ing tLe '=me
around 4,1t aeons ago as the t_me or" :'ormauon of the
solar system, and the Moon bean evidence that tt isnot
much younger. [t_ surface is ;tally old enough to
contain all the credence that we are looking :or. _ut if it
does. no one knows yet how to read it clearly.
Several quite different ooss_bllittcs are under
discussion at (he present time as to how the MoOn might
have torn'ted. That the Moon and the Earth .,,ere
formed as one body and ,_ere subsequently _orn
asunder, or that they formed simultaneously :tom a
common cloud of material, is no: fa_,oured by the
chemical evidence :or the Moon. Lunar ma;enals all
seem to show marked simllantles as a _roup, and
marked ditTerences Crom the _:ommon :errestnat.
materials. This _sso both ;'orabundances ,)f common
tltments lnd also for ._bu_danccs o( elements that
,xCur in trace amounts only ( Figure l ).
In _lch theones it '_,ouid at" c,_ur_e be necessary to
suppose _hat the Moon had made ,tS ray from a ,:lo_e
orbit of the Earth :o the more distant one :t now
,:_CUpleS. but :his tS not a p,oblem. One understands
dearly how the ',ides that the Moon raises on me Earth
deform the liqusd and solid paris ol'the Earth, Ind how
thistn turn cause-,the ',-|oonto _plral outwards. There
are ,ancertainties =n :he detailed ,:alculattons o( the
effect. _ut a :tree between .< ind 2 _eons _.,_uld _e
iuI't3c:_It to :"u_,h '_e _.tot)n,_ut _0 ,iS Oresent ,_rhtt.
(_thcr 'heo_es ,)I" "he "ormaHon Ire :he :a0ture ,l =
_Id_n_," _;T13iJ _3rtlc[e$ .ntO )¢bl(_ :._Clrq!lR_ _te _4rth.
thai'hen icc,Jmulated _nto _ *in_!¢ VL?c,n "'fh¢,:l_-tute
,H" a ,;,h'no[ete \|_n :S :herwetl¢,ttlv ,_e_thid. ,l:'d here
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have been detailed discumons how, with the help of
enormous tides muuN on the Earth dunnl an initial
close encounter, such a capture ,nisht have been
achieved, 3at even if the capture process is a possibility,
R is an extremely unlikely _oe. A _'ery small ntn_ or"
initial orbits only would lead to capttue, mthar than to a
Jimct collision with the Earth, or a mare perturbation
and escape. One can an_ue aetinst such a theory on the
_'ntml emunde that them am soma 30 other satellitos
in the _ar system to be accounted for and that captive
cannot be used to account for the majority of them, One
cludy needs a theory t._tt represeras a probable
prefab that wQuld put _mllites in orbits surroundin_
plam_
The a_mulation of dust m' chur, k_ of mutant| in
orbits encimtin s planets is the m_t helpful one t*mm
this point of view. Saturn's dn_s iiive an example that
such accumuhttiorut can occur, althoush in that case I
little tee close to the p'anet to accumuhue in turn into
biuw sized objec|.'t. Perhaps whenever such .'%SS
occurred a Utde further out from a planet, they did £orm
into satellites in the course or"time, and that i= why we
don't see such rin_ any mum.
in such a theory it is by no means clear that the Moon
would have formed dimcdy as a single object, collectinll
up all the materiel of the nn s. It is quite likely that in
the firJt p/ace many objects would have snowballed in
different lanes, =nd that subsequently, and perha_t over
Ion S periods, their orbits were influenced by each other,
and by the tides they r_zsed on the Earth. in such a way
that they eventually all collided with esch other, and
that the major body so formed swept up or expelled the
remainin_ debrie.
How will lunar observations prove or disprove such
theories? How wdi details or"the lunar surface shed lieht
on such proceases?
The ereatest problem that has confronted the lunar
investi_ttoN is ¢oncer_ed '_th bas_ assumptions. _uat
one explain how the Moon formed out of the on$inal
mix of the elements _,vai/able in the eady solar system?
In that ca.w, one has to explain how the chemical sorting
occurred within its body. to _ienemte the particular
minerals Ira:ally. that are now fOUed there. It is known
that these minerals do not represent the kind of
substanct that misht have condensed directly in the
eady solar sy,tem, but rather a material that _idifi_l
from a matt on some pht_ry body. and that
represents the lilhter fraction and thul formed the
upper cru._. These differenliaUon lagoons,w4 :,m watt
known from the examples on the Earth. and it misht
therefore be _nlidered that similarly on the Moon
them must have beta • period o( extensive meltin 8 tn;l
tree,'in s of the r_J(s, [n that case. the evidence o,t the
earlier accumulation precedes would al_o be obliterated
there, and ally t small amount of late in(all would have
leR its marks on ttm surface, atusin 8 the treter_ and
crushin S up recks into powder.
The alternative basic assumption would be to suppose
that the matenab now found on the lunar surface.
whatever their chemical compo_t_on, represent the last
epoch of the accumu/ation pr_¢e_ After all one c6uid
_ardly ima_pne a planetary surface to 8ive a clearer
indication of be/n S shaped by in(all than the Moon
does. Three-qtt.trt=r?t Of its area is comp(xted o(
indefinitely nsany ovedap_nS cretlmk with many of
them trill showin_ dandy the demiLt expected from the
impact of debris of all _'_es, t_411ins in at asm'_nomieal
speeds. Deapitn a c_refui sea_ch for areas OFsolid reck,
and the selection oflandin_ sites with this senn:h u the
prime criterion, no such areas '.veto found. The pieces of
rock that were sampled by the astronauts were all
without exception, separate chunks strewn around the
lunar land_ape (Place 273. presumably by im_x_ct
explosions: in no case _m the mtk._ formed or
¢on_ealed in the lucat_ons where they were found. Ttle
surface material almost everywhere was £ound to be a
soil composed of a mixture of pulvensed rock. just as
one would eXl_q:t _f the surface of a body that had
accumulated from the ant'all of solichk
The recent Mariner 10 spacecraft observations of the
planet Mercury show its a_peamnce _o be remarkably
similar to the Mona's (see photos p 14). There am also
the same multiply ovedappin s (:raters, the same smooth
looking low areas, the same patterns of li_;hter areas
sun'oundin S the _'resher craters: and very, similar dust
must cover the suffice, since the sunlisht is scattered in
j,,'q the same manner (P_ate 221. But the interior of
Me_:ury m_t be very difl'em_t from the Moon. (¢ ts
made of much denser stuff (mean densi_ _.4 _cu, cm
compared with 3"3 for the Moon) and the temperature
It I_ 14 1_ 14t It _ IA k_ _4) I| 12 14 I_ 141;
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regime in the interior (s not (ikelyto be si'milar. If the
.Moon's surface was dominated by internallycau_d
effects, combined with only a sma!l amount of !aloe
infall. _s many investz_tcrs think, then would it not be
a stranse coincidence '.'or Merc'a..'y's surface to match it
so closely?On the other hand. kf_hescare :he surfaces
that result from int'all only. _hen one merely has co
suppos_ that the interior circumstances did not have a
large sham in shaping the outsideofeitherbody.
BUt what can be said about the chemical composition
of the Moon? Can one prove that it was i_cally melted
and chemically rearranged, or could these prOcesses
have taken place elsewhere and earlier. _o chat already
modified material came to ,"all in and form the outer
layer_ o(the .Moon?
One can certainly prove that (here has _en _ome
melting on the _(oon. Many rocks that were brought to
Earth are cr'/stalline, clearly frozen ma_mas. _ut then
such rOcks would be expected to be made in the course
of an impact history in any case. The [arrest impacts.
such zs made t_e huge circularbasins on _h,e),Icon.
must have _e_erated pressure _,aves of such intensity
that a depth of many kilometres of mohcn r,._k woulcl
have been _ener'_ted over the area of (he _asin. Much
later, when an overburden of debris had acc_,mulatrd
over the f_ozen ma)mas, some other impacts _,.ouldig
down ._nd keep bnn_ing samples if :his material up to
the surface,
But would simple infail not have p,"_vided a uniform
material covenng the entire Moon? Perhaps _me let!go
pieces that t_tl in may have had their individuality, but
surely Ihe huge amounts of _mall _:_rticles must have
,:oa;ed the '..(con .,.,(h ,_ ,mffurm _'._c. Ho,_ can _he
Moon end uo '.v_th ,,,$ nuch regional variat_,._n i_ Ihe
chemical composuion as_vas di_o,,c_d? (P!a_e -'-1.1
Each time a large ;m_,sct _:n,:,,"a_es a _u_e basra.
material is _xcav_ed :rum a _rcat_*_o(h and ,brown
over :he surroundiu_ _f,,:as, _.lar¢ [mhrium. _'or
example, was probably dug down to a depth of 150 km
at the instant of the _igantic impact. If any chemical
differences existed vertica|ly from the process of
building up the Moon. then those are converted into
horizontal vanadons by such an evens (Figure 2).
Vertical dit'ren_nces can of course result when different
types of material became evadable at different times
during the infall p_nod,_.
Could the chem_l pr_e._ing of the lunar materials
have happened eL_where before they built up the
MIX, n? Nothing thai we have ]earned so far is able to
run this out. Meteorites that we llnd _,ve cle_t evidence
in many cases of being debris of smashed up planetary
bodies. Some of those bodies must have been hot
enough for much mater/el to have been mehed.
Differentiation proces.._s similar to those thai happened"
on the Earth must have happened on these parent
bodies. One class of meteorites has indeed a
composition that is quite similar to that of the surface of
the Moon. ahhoush nol absolutely identical wilh it. So
here' also there is no clear.cut answer to the dilemma,
Wh_t meteoritic debris from what particular parent
bodies populated the orbital lanes that made the last
addition to the Moon is a very di/l_cuh matter to as._ss.
T_e meteorites we _ow find r_pre,sent only a dny
fraction",f:he materialthat was once thereto buildthe
planets, and it is just the material that remained by
chance on orbits act yet swept up by the major bodies.
Many other clasaesof meteorites might once have
e.'usted or stille.',dst, but we do not know them because
they have already been swept up. or because the Earth
does not happen to intersect theirorbitsat the present
time. Thus, the meteorites also do not _(ve a clear
answer. Chemically ditTerenuated material is common
among them now, and may have been common in the
early times. Debris from early collisions must have had
a distinct_,ve chemical com_sosition in each case. and
would have been scatteredonto parucular orbilallanes.
',,vhich were then swept up in some arbitrary order by
the _nal bodies(Figure 3).
',Ve are th,,._ le_ _th the basic problem thai must
dominate the entir_ di_cuuion. Is the detailed lunar
chemistry the resultof lunar processes,or the r_su|tof
the flnal slates of the bu|ldln( of the ,_(oon? Are we
looking at an Earth-like body that obi{terated the record
of its formation proce_, or am we looking at that record
but. because of its complexity, fa, lJng to undenrand it?
If neither the chemical composiUon nor the overall
appearance can give a clear answer between these
alternatives, ,._hat other evidence is there to look to? The
subsurface structure can be deduced to some extent
t'rom the study of the very. faint moonquakes that are
recorded, and also from the _ismic signals _s_tin_
from occasional meteorite impacts and from the impacts
of abandoned spacecraft. Also. _dar and other
radio-frequenCy methods can be used for depth
suundin$ _(" the lunar _round, If the chemical
differentiationhad c_ur_ed on the ).(con,then one
_vould imagine thata layer of bedrock of frozen lava
would _ene_lly lie underneath the dusty surface. The
dust would only be a coating derived by the pulverising
action of large and small impacts. On that basss, the tlat
floorsof very many large craters, and of :he Iow-lylng
areas, are thought :o be :he _ava beds. On the other
hand. if :he surface to,resents the butld-,.m or" "natenal
from :nf'_il. _o_,der _n_anous sta_es ,ffcomoacs_on may
extend to a depth of many k_lometres.
T3e seismic _i_nals show the _(oon ;o be "ocailv
,:l_tYerent"tom :he F..arth. Firstly. it _s lnterT1allv abo,Jt
1_._0 :lines _u_et¢_. moonquakes sre *eag and _re.
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This of course flu well with the observation thai the
surface shows little evidence o( distortion. The seeond
bi6 difference is that internally caused moonquakes
come ('requandy. and _thapa predominantly, from a
ve_ |m=_ depth, approximately halfway to the centre
of the Moon: that is, a depth between 700 and I_00 km.
On the Earth the great majority of 'quake= on_inate
shallower than 60 km and only very rarely have 'quakes
been reeonJed from as deep as 700 km. It is thought that
deep earthquakes am rare because the deep material is
ho¢ enouEh to flOW plastically under stre_ rather than
to break suddenly: this would suu_t that the Moon is
¢o_er inside,.
The nature of the seismic sisnals on the Moon proved
to be most remarkable and quite different from those
that cccur on Earth. Hem an impact oran explosion 100
km away would senemlly produce a characteristic sharp
"flreC arrival" sismtl altar perhaps 20 seconds, followed
by dHr slower transverse waves, wfih the whole sisMl
bean| over in not much more than a minute. On the
MOO_ in the same citeum_,lno=s, a noisy dse_l builds
up slOWly, with "-o very sharp beginning, takes between
:5 and IO minutes to d_ to maximum amplitude, and
then about I hour to lade away I P_ate 23_.
What can be so dilTerent on the Moon? On the Earth
them is almost eye.here a solid sheet of bedrock that
propat[ates the seismic signal This is evidently not the
case on the Moon. Those who _lieve that _dmck is
present have to say that it is heavily smashed up and
fragmented in a way that it never is on the Earth. so as
to create a dow and reverberanttransmission medium.
The alternative• ve_ acceptable for the interpretation o("
the seismic data. is that a soil. like that found on the
sure'ace, exists to a depth of" several _lometres,
_radually or abruptly increasing in compaction with
depth due to the weight of overburden and the hammer
blows of earlier meteorites.
Earth-based radar gives a clear indication tha¢ them
is not "* sudden tremition £mm the top soil to broken.up
c at a shallow depth. Long-wave radar (at a
,_.'avelefl_th of 7-5 m) would penetrate throuEh the
material, of the top sod and show subsurf.ace ret]action$
down to = depth of at leas_ tO0 m and quite possibly 200
or ]00 m. (Lunar soil is much more radar transparent
_han any terra=trial soil or rock.) Jumbled up pieces of
rock would scatter the radio waves back ,_th an
intently several times steerer than is observed.
Moreover. this rom3h subsurface would make the Moon
more or less equally retlectin$ over the whole disk. just
aS the roush optical surf.ace makes the fullMoon morn
or !e_ equally bri{Iht. The [ons-_veve radar, however,
shows the edqe to be more than 100 times fainter than
areal closer to the middle. The radar Moon is
cnormouMy limb-da_ened. It is dear theft there-
am no large are'as on the Moon where a thin laver of the
sumacs sod overlies coarsely broken-up bedrock. The
alternative explanation u( the ._ismi¢ signal, in terms of
deep deports o£ a _._vdcr variously compacted, would
a_ree with the radar da_a. So this evidence fits much
better with the cold accumulation theor 7 of the surface•
than with the lava onllin. The fact that no t_'drock
could be found in any of the Apollo missions would
then also have a natural explanation.
Some inves.gatora l'_:[icve thnt the mere presence of
bi s slat anna is sulT_cicnt 'o prove _hat huge [ave
outpourings haw taken pirate, T?_e7 a|so believe that
rome individual['¢aturcs rcpre,_nt the ¢low patterns o(
lava• or the outcr'o_ of lava _heets Off steep _|opes,
Comparable photog_phy of.,)rcas of the Earth [hat are
free from '.,_get,'Ition would Clave {ef_ nO doubt about the
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existence of many i.=',,a flow=. The lunar evidence is not
needy so coavin¢ins. Apparent "flow t'mnu" of
supposedly congealed lava (Plate 2._) am seen on the
flat Sround and are resarded by some _ convin¢ins. On
the other hand• enti_ly similar flow fronts are scan
around the base of very many remains o4"old crater.
rims, and for them nothin$ other than a surf.ace croton
and transportation pro_eu, albeit it oi"unknown natur=,
can be invoked (Rate 26). On a dine scale of,l_ aeons,
very minor prccess_s can have been sulT_cient to cause
quite {a_e chan_es in a dusty suri'ace, it is very ditT_cult
to be sum wilt moved the dust, at_ou_h various
¢leetrmu_ti¢ prccesse_ would se_m perfectly adequate:
but it is equally very dif_cuit to be sure that nO aura'ace
misr'ation of duss could have taken place. Another
feature claimed to represent bedrock at a shaJlow depth
is an apparent ledge pho_osraphed by the aStronauul
when they looked _mm to the other side of the valley
called Hadley's Rille. A&mn. thisevidsnce is not very
stronil. The ledSe was nor sampled, and, may well
represent no more than a stm[i,('tcado_ in compaction of
the powder. Compacted powderwill _Jve an app_amr_e
of. f,"_unuRtin= and planes that <:an be. very similar to
solid rocks, even thouEh the tomes nece,_ary for the
t'racture may have been orde_ of" magnitude smaller.
On the opposite side o£ the ar$,Jmcnt we have the very
many crater= that are of quite remarkable perfection.
beins accurately round with a pen"scaly smooth bowl as
the interior surface• and an absolutely level rim (Plates
30. 3I)..'v[any of those are in the size range from tens o£
metr_ to kilometre. A sheet of brittle rock breaks into
much mote erratic patterns.
Them am many o_',_er lines of evidence that one can
pursue. The slisht variations in the local strength of
Sravi_ (P|ate _8_ measured through the perturbations
of orbiting spacecraft, revealed the existence o( the
so-called "'mascons". re]ions o( higher density evidently
-,nderl_n E the large• flat-bottomed basins. Such a
mascon require= the sround at a depth between ten and
a t'ew hundred kilometres to be quite strons, for
otherwise the re,on would leave sunk dee_r in the lone3
time since itsformation. [fhuge amounts of.tara had
been poured out. one would suspect the sround just
beneath to have been partly molten, and no rocks would
then have the required mechanical strength. There is a
Sreat problem here with rhat explanat!on, while in
terms of a basin subseque,_dy ;_l!ed by surf'ace deposit.
there is no need to think that the deep Sround could not
have been coo( enough at all tim_l.
Each of. these many points can be debated, and the
answet_ are not yet sara. lust as was the case in the early
days of seolo_¢al investigations of the Earth, one has a
_braat deal of knowledge of fac_ but as yet very little
asic unde_tandin_• What we have seen is that the
Moon is dramatically dim'crane t'rom the Earth. and that
we must therefore argue out each case t'rom _rst
principl_ and not by analosy with terrestrial
investtsations.
The next step must be to _nd a ¢lesr way to decide
between thn two bask: posatbilities discussed here. If the
,Moon is a locally differentiated body. as many
investieaton believe, the information it can provide is
limited in much the _me way as the Earth's. However.
it" its surface material represenu the last infail, the
cv_dence ,t then provides *s _erhaos unexpected: but a
poss=bility must not be rajected _ust because _t would
teach us somcthin$ ,mehad not Core_een. _n that case. we
,,vo_Id hop_ to learn a {rent deal _'rom the Moon about
the early _olar system and the ¢onstr_ctton or"_he Earth
_n_ the other planets.
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Rim 24. while zl_ Apollo mmm*nd modul4 u_m iw _ =mini
zk_ Mlooe,. i_*ma_mtlon _ h. s_mse_ll the lum=r su_=¢e I'o¢
my' ,Y+.my ilum+_imol il misKI be ullibilinlF The X.rly _•Tllial
were a_ly.*ed lO _Je_lif/ IhI ChGm_JII elem_ntu in *he surf, ice
malllmll41. T_tl +,wiih _ =hi Moon wh_"h the ol"o+:M teitucopI
=Imi.l'_ s_ tl_l i|uI_li=l_u+ee,Ul_o_t •l=mlndlnle mira ++in the to t)
/'_ millimllra 04" the surl*aee/ ¢O have m+*rked rel_ionli vlTl*lliOml.
_lumin+um t_ng |m_'ally mo_ =hun_lnl on the hillh I_und.
Grl'_l=' ',mif+,mTm_yw_s e_¢tl with re_'t ¢O mO_ otlx_ etemTt_,t
(Dialram From I_o¢l_lin_ls 04" Ihl Fil_h Lunlt S¢_lnce _on£er_¢l-
Geochimecs c': C,.,,-mm_chimlci ACZ& Suppllmenl _, P4n_mon Prewl.
in prim.)
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Ptlm_
_l _ ..'_ _11ow from" Ihal hu _ interpreted all a tlvI (i_
:r_'_ hv I'ree.ei,!l. It ts on II_l ;u._r sround. :nd the Slip is a I'eW
me_re, h,jh. T'ne _ay _n _h=ch *_r._lc_ ;n the iTow I'mnl :lrll en|Wl'ed
hUl nol l;lled ¢.II._S _lu_l ml +ny ;enume liquid _ l'_inll the llu_'in|
Inlml cr=lleletl _ult"a¢ll l(m+k,J much the same On ho*h +._I,II +,Jrthe
(N,_,SA I_=_r OTI_IGr pho|O)
I_:lltl .+6 _n am of I_al "_lnl" .urf'._e +'rum v.h+ch pr041n_dl ,+o_I
old amJ he=,,.ily en._oJ ,r_uunisinm. ,el the _ +f.+'_ch moum=n ihe
junCllun ling '_ilh thl mate +rouqd hM 3 ,,:llar'Icleris,l_ pmIilG -- 4
"slm_k_nr" _ +.l_+ch :_',1_.1 rip, Penni w+,_er<,.tl _hst h,_ _!1 rmlw,_l
downhdl and +lccumulaeed in Ibm pTtil_Jr £&'*hlol_+ _ml o{ theLe
",;l_llJm" h,l_,e:I _L'I_ _,111_I_ir:llSp.+P+,,Ir.lt,_ll I_ lhU '+1oW_rTOntl" _'
P1=lle _ ¢'*p_."¢+all_ + _n thll m_'Lttn_t' _+i _h_h Xh,¢_+ _n|',ltf <,mill _;t_ill_
LN,'L_,4 Lun,IT Orh+llt' pl_=4u)
llm
Pllur Ill.
._: _+++ii +. .... .:.+:i+._•+_•
2(I
R=te :$ Grimly ml_zl_T_+n|mllal_oEIil_ mlmldel_ovle'
lumlr 'LUrlPIIC_
TSLs in£orm_lm com_ fYom the vl_pnmN obe4u'v_ o( the
orl_ts of'<peTe¢'mA.
_1t ('111MII1"}. _ll_ll_II thGW IOW+ SUTt'I¢I _)et_HIT fl_llleTlll
mulll Umdtlrlil iflel_ MITe Ol'le_lllL the 111'1141 re••re on the 141_.
ihll_h I_& Qtt thl f_ St_l OP the _vloQl_ ts & Mill'. wttl_14 •liCit
tillln 1. and shOwl the relturll (1111 by Ihe ti|anli¢ impl¢l. If it r•_lvld
4 +_uK_e r_il llke the otfl_ cirCullr maml, it would show Ihi _ml
pu,+_+ve STav,y anomaly -- _h_/.
Oemmy utCl'eP_mTt= o_ _h+s stall nm4+ r.m _:_ due to differ'_m_m in
_omlx_#x_. 1'3se lunIr |round rely w,++ll IN _ III it +a meat the
• *flail to dq_hs of n_ny tim ol + kllomlllt'L blfore the wei|hl 04*
o..=rlmmln +,,,-o_I<I ct'm_ o_t _II pm'_.y. 11_i Aoerl of b=mns ht_I
hOIR qUl_ll_l tO IIII _illl pTIIIUTLS II IhI *mplct. and they will nOI
hsve relaln_l any pol_ily Dllow A bll*e W*lh =I .JenNf _oor _nd •
• urf:lce till o( one tO three kilomelrel w_ould produ_l :he oi_ll'Vld
Small cr•tGT'J am nllJllive |rlvity anom•lill, corrlspondin s lo the
m<:aVill:ll mlllmlL tl_liasrlm Prom P_eldiflp 04 + the F+l+lh LLInlI"
+, I"erlm_e PPe_, L+ oriel.
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i ,)t %13r¢ Tr:tnl_i.llllit=t " _Pf_OtO: _AY, A. ,._r_offo lo)
,_t,ll¢ )| T_Ie _;r:_ler ,eefl _llfe. Intrrnal.)nal _tr{_fl_lm_c:ll Er_len
",_0,_, I_,_ olt _he !un;_r _af _ld.L It _,, ,_,m¢ :'0 mil_ in d_m_l_
_m.Hirr _'r,l[_.'."_ IC_III'V tO {h_ _0_ ¢lr¢_l.ifitv dl_f'd.tv_J hv m:tny lunar
:mp;xcl I'c_,ur_, l'h,s a_.d _h¢ preceJht._ r_l,_raph ol'¢r._tcr Schml.tt
,:_ml_rrn [h,_( ;it:_ny crC, le_ Jre remark,li'dy perfect _,ifCul,le _o_ls.
hnp,tcl_ m rc,,.k.,, .,uall? .¢eeerat_ _,_t_,,.'_ ihat ,a_,:_ m_fe pr,,m0un¢_
f'rnct,_r¢, p,ltl_rts_.. ,and solid rocL_ undcrne:_th pu_dcr _'._mld r_ult in
_.'J_¢_ and ,lip- i_t ,he interiors oC<r:_te_ _Phut,a,: N,_$-_, _polio I I )
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,'_ate 3J E_.rlhn._ owr the ._.toOn'_ huflzon. The crescent I_;zrth had
never b_en slimps_l l_/'ore man iand_'_J on Ih¢ lunar sur(aclL Thil
s_laculu phoIo_aph v, iS talon _lunns the .ApOUO 12 mttltmn
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Plate 33
Plait ]4 Marl photof_phed
Mannitr 7 in-_usu._ [c)69. The
_3uth polar cap *s zl the bottom of
the picture. I:m_flt rinlj-shaped ob-
j_ ,s the &*ant volcano Olymp_ul
_lons
P|III 35 A Martian channel in
the ccmrat hishllmdJk Mtny tn;au-
latin and a hl_lhly _,lauotts COUrSe
Chi_Cl_'lS_ thtt typ¢l or chinn_
_¢ 36 A _cm mats oi" ch_t.,¢
terrain with .i ¢h|nftl:i that {'lows
_nlo (he nollhem low|and
Prate ._7 A MsruItn sand dune
_etd that is abOttt _0 km tcmll,
PlaTe .]8 The _ea( equatorial
ra_Jt vzilt.y with _ut dia_onsl SUB,,
sldilt_, vltilt'yS. The vmtley is about
_'_ _.in .1¢TOiS aad 6 km d*"cp
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Pfale 3_, Pholosraph za,ken late
_ei the _lannor 9 mi._ion of the
nor_ polar ice cap _n_ Ihe dark
r_,l ! .'rOund Ihe cap. Hish-
:L'_jiution pieti_rll _hO_ (hi '¢tch
pill" ;iO in the dark rm!
Plate ,tO Photo,!l"=ph o( Taycred
di:l_Ostti {tc3r'{ll¢ _,lar_ian _outh
r,.)le. 1"11¢ ..:l,.)_ed Jcpres_ior_s ;re
_he _-call¢,l "el_;h piW eroded by
the _md
_ale 41 ',lap o( Mars compded
rrorn al_)u; 150O Manner 9 pt¢-
tures al a _c_le o_ .)tie lo fifty
rnl_!i_fl. The bright and Jark
markinf._ are dcri_ed rro,'n Eanh-
b&_4_d !oi_'_Upi¢ _holoSr-lphl of
the Plintlal_ Patrol Lof, el!
Obse_,'llo_. tRe,Jra_. £rom US
Geololical. Surv_" i973 ralpl
leO* i20" _0" O* ._0_* 2tO* '.eO*,
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